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Outdoor Product Introductions from Members of the
International Casual Furnishings Association, April 2019
A.R.T. Furniture Outdoor

122 North Hamilton
Media contact: Megan Streba
mstreba@arthomefurnishings.com
A.R.T. Furniture expands its outdoor collections this spring with the addition of Bobby Berk for
outdoors. The award-winning interior designer and “Queer Eye” star has produced a whole home
collection for A.R.T. that includes outdoor. The look is described as “minimalist urban luxury.” Also new
for outdoor is the Bouchon collection. www.arthomefurnishings.com
Barcalounger Outdoor/Pacific Casual

IHFC C-659
Media contact: Kim Shaver
Kim.shaver@aol.com
Pacific Casual introduces the Montana Extension Table with a slatted top and drop-down butterfly
leaves. Constructed of aluminum, the table features an upscale multi-step finish with a base coat of
black and a hand-painted top coat in a copper color for an antiqued feel. The clean lines of the tabletop
allow it to easily morph from traditional to transitional to modern and from casual to formal, depending
on the chairs and accessories used. The butterfly leaves extend the tabletop to 107 inches. With the
leaves folded beneath the table, it closes to a more compact 74 inches. It is shown with the companion
Versailles arm, side and swivel chairs with a beautiful, classic swirl motif on the chair backs.
www.barcaloungeroutdoorliving.com
Barlow Tyrie

Market Square 191
Media contact: Charles Hessler
charles@teak.com
Barlow Tyrie introduces innovative new designs in stainless steel, plantation-grown teak and tubular
aluminum. Designed by Nathalie de Leval and Andrew James, the Layout Collection is a modular deep
seating system with two upholstered seat sizes and seven tables that combine to create intimate or
grand seating environments. Upholstered backs and arms are separate components and can be attached
on any side of the seats to create sofas, corner units, loungers or chairs. Frames are made of stainless
steel with a powder coat paint finish in Forge Grey or Arctic White. A companion piece, the Woodland
Screen in teak, can be used to create a more private setting. Also new is the ATOM Collection, a modern
group with strong, geometric shapes and angled backrests accented by a central “atom” hole. A stool,
pub table and counter height table are added to Titan Rustic Teak, and aluminum top tables are added
to Aura. www.teak.com

Brown Jordan

IHFC M-111
Media contact: Steve Elton
selton@brownjordan.com
Brown Jordan premieres the Oscar Collection by Ann Marie Vering and expands the Still Collection by
Richard Frinier. The contemporary Ciclo collection is designed by Kevin Diedrick and includes both dining
and lounge seating. www.brownjordan.com
Castelle

IHFC M-101
Media contact: Laurie Rudd
lrudd@laurieruddpr.com
Castelle has a new licensing agreement and collaboration with Sarah Willett, founder of Patina Vie, a
team of vintage collectors, product designers, artists and “style-makers” based in rural Wisconsin.
Castelle will produce outdoor designs based on the casual, rustic and European designs created by
Patina Vie, the first of which are on display this week in the company’s High Point showroom. Also new
are Barclay Butera’s Savannah collection and Castelle’s latest introduction from Biltmore, the Antler Hill
Collection. Savannah is Butera’s third collaboration with Castelle. It brings softer lines, bamboo and new
finishes to the line. Inspired by historic structures on the Biltmore estate, Antler Hill offers a more casual
way to bring home the Vanderbilt legacy of gracious living. www.castelleluxury.com
Century Outdoor

200 Steele, 213
Media contact: Comer Wear
cwear@centuryfurniture.com
The new Tangier collection from Richard Frinier for Century draws its inspiration from Moorish
architecture. Distinctive forms with arched Moroccan design details are accented with an artfully handwoven, open weave pattern with a fretwork motif. Coordinating woven or teak occasional tables with
scagliola stone tops create a resort-at-home ambience for lingering, entertaining and relaxing.
www.centuryfurniture.com
Elaine Smith

IHFC Interhall 612
Media contact: Elaine Smith
elaine@elainesmith.com
Bold saturated colors, including red, marigold yellow, Pacific blue, raspberry pink, coral and rusty
orange, are trending at Elaine Smith. Green has moved from deeper, mossy hues to mid tones and
natural, fresh greens, even lighter tones of basalt and sage. Meanwhile, neutrals have shifted to cooler
tones of grey and white and warmer tones of camel, brass and gold. Our love affair with blue remains
strong, from deep navy and indigo to teal, peacock and new mid-tones of Egyptian blue and cobalt, all
the way to Aruba and Capri, and finally reaching lighter shades of powder blue and sky blue. Cleaner,
more tailored designs are strong for 2019. Fun whimsical patterns, like the new Tropical Bee, sunflowers
and bird cages brighten their surroundings. Texture and detail make all the difference and add glamour,
interest and personality to the mix. www.ElaineSmith.com
Emerald Outdoor

Centers of High Point, Space 201
Media contact: Sarah Buehler
sbuehler@emeraldhome.com
The Lakeland collection was inspired by modern minimalist style and is made with easy-to-maintain
materials. The collection is ideal for small spaces like a balcony or terrace.
www.emeraldhomefurnishings.com
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Gloster

Showplace 1825
Media contact: Del Fonte Muse
dmuse@gloster.com
New for 2019 is the DUNE collection by Sebastian Herkner. Its bohemian design aesthetic is created by
soft lines, new knitted outdoor fabrics, and layers of upholstered cushions and pillows draped casually
over the aluminum frame with teak base. In contrast, new Gem tables feature sharp, octagonal lines and
a total of 18 panels carefully cut from ceramic sheets, each beveled to fit flawlessly with its hand-crafted
neighbor. The material is both heat and weather proof, making it an ideal surface for harsh outdoor
environments. Available in Bianco (white) or Nero (dark) colorations and in two sizes. Also new is the
dramatic Kay seating collection by Henrik Pedersen. Deliberately oversized and curved for comfort, the
woven backrest combines different profiles and colors of wicker. Luxurious but minimally styled seat
and back cushions and a low, slender teak frame complete the look. Kay offers a lounge chair, rocking
chair, sofa, ottoman and dining armchair. www.gloster.com
Jaipur Living

Showplace 3300
Media contact: Karen Waygood
karen.waygood@jaipurliving.com
The indoor-outdoor Kasbah collection includes Murano, a plush pile shag with an earthy brown-onwhite trellis and tile design. The hand-knotted construction gives the 100 percent polyester piece a
heathered, real-wool look. www.jaipurliving.com
JANUS et Cie

IHFC M130
Media contact: Aubrey Williams
awilliams@janusetcie.com
JANUS et Cie and longtime collaborator Michael Vanderbyl introduce a sleek interpretation of the classic
picnic table and bench. The Get-Together collection features the iconic table, reinvented in aluminum,
in three sizes and finishes. Konos is a design-forward collection of lounge and dining pieces inspired by
the hills of Santorini. The all-teak frame and exaggerated tapering details create a warm, architectural
design. Named for the conical motif seen throughout the collection, Konos is a triumph of materials,
precision and construction. It features a unique new mesh material made from acrylic yarns and natural
hemp. Lastly, JANUS et Cie expands the Trig collection with a sleek, contemporary rocking chair. This
collection is named for the relationships of angles, lengths and triangles explored in trigonometry.
www.janusetcie.com
Kingsley-Bate

IHFC Interhall 111
Media contact: Stephanie Knackstedt
stephanie@kingsleybate.com
Designed by Fred Spector, the Marin collection has classic Danish Modern styling with beautifully
tapered arms and legs meeting at sharp angles. Frames are in teak with stainless steel hardware. Sling
seating on the dining chairs is in taupe. With hints of retro styling, the Ojai collection is reminiscent of
old California. Pieces are relaxed yet modern, slightly low to the ground and designed for comfort. Ojai is
crafted from all-weather wicker that is hand-woven around aluminum frames. www.kingsley-bate.com
Klaussner Outdoor

101 North Hamilton
Media contact: Teresa Buelin
tbuelin@klaussner.com
New for 2019 is a collection by North Carolina artist William Mangum called Urban Retreat. With a slant
toward contemporary, this collection features sectional seating, a ratchet daybed that can configure into
a sectional, and dining available in four- and eight-top tables in counter and bar height. Seating pieces
are aluminum frames in Champagne finish covered with padded sling material. The table tops are a mix
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of RealisTEAK and a concrete-color aluminum designed to appeal to the younger-minded urbanite
looking for comfort, style and durability. www.klaussneroutdoor.com
Lloyd Flanders

Market Square 110
Media contact: Jess Flanders
jflanders@lloydflanders.com
Lloyd/Flanders introduces the All Seasons collection available in 20 finishes. Built-in reticulated foam
seats showcase the comfort of Lloyd Loom wicker. The collection, which is manufactured in the United
States, includes deep seating, dining, bar and balcony options. Also new is Verona, a clean-lined
collection featuring durable Textilene fabric and a powder-coated aluminum frame. It includes dining
and lounge seating. Martinique is a refined, low profile group with plush cushioning. The woven vinyl
combines shades of gray and taupe in an intricate pattern. Lounge seating includes a sofa, chair,
ottoman, loveseat, a sectional and occasional tables. Lloyd Flanders is also introducing a Live Edge
Brazilian teak dining table inspired by the modern farmhouse trend. www.lloydflanders.com
Seaside Casual

Suites at Market Square M3060
Media contact: Chris Capone
ccapone@seasidecasual.com
Seaside Casual has a mixed media dining collection featuring powder-coated aluminum frames
combined with EnviroWood slats and panels. With a retro/industrial yet elegant design, this collection
fits in any outdoor setting. Called the HIP collection, it takes its inspiration (and its name) from a midcentury modern classic design element, the hairpin leg. The hairpin leg was designed to maximize
strength with minimal materials, creating an open, airy, yet rugged and industrial style. Seaside’s version
holds up to even the harshest coastal environments in a heavy gauge aluminum rod with a tough
powder-coated finish to ensure longevity and eliminate rusting. It comes in Forge Black, a tough, matte
finish; a crisp Gloss White; and the neutral grey Platinum with a low luster. Gloss White and Forge
Black are new this year and unique to the HIP collection for 2019. www.seasidecasual.com
Telescope Casual Furniture

Showplace 1250
Media contact: Kait Rathbun
krathbun@telescopecasual.com
The Hydro, Hudson, Wexler and Belle Isle collections are new. www.telescopecasual.com
Zuo

IHFC D-502/ G-578
Media contact: Serena Martin
serena@zuomod.com
Zuo’s Valencia Daybed has a versatile crescent design with a modern, oversized synthetic weave.
Cushions are in a pale grey solution-dyed acrylic. Also new is the Albany Daybed with modern, low-tothe-ground seat, spa-worthy bolster pillow, and fabric panels for privacy. It is made of synthetic
weather-resistant wicker over an aluminum frame. www.zuomod.com
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